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Most musculoskeletal models used to analyze human movement utilize Hill-type muscle models that

account for state dependent intrinsic muscle properties (e.g., force–length–velocity relationships), but
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rarely do these models include history dependent effects (e.g., force depression or enhancement). While

the relationship between muscle shortening and force depression can be well characterized by muscle

mechanical work, the relationship between muscle stretch and force enhancement is more complex.

Further, it is not well known how these properties influence dynamic movements. Therefore, the goal of

this study was to develop a modified Hill-type muscle model that incorporated stretch-induced force

enhancement into a previously described model that included shortening-induced force depression.

The modified muscle model was based on experimental data from isolated cat soleus muscles.

Simulations of in situ muscle experiments were used to validate the model and simulations of a

simple human movement task (counter-movement jumping) were used to examine the interactions of

the history dependent effects. The phenomenological model of stretch-induced force enhancement was

dependent on both the magnitude of stretch and relative length of the muscle fiber. Simulations of the

in situ muscle experiments showed that the model could accurately reproduce force enhancement and

force depression, as well as the complex additive relationship between these effects. Simulations of

counter-movement jumping showed that a similar jump pattern could be achieved with and without

history dependent effects and that a relatively minor change in muscle activation could mitigate the

impact of these effects.

& 2012 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The effect of muscle length changes on its ability to generate
isometric force is well documented. Generally referred to as
history dependent effects, several studies have shown that the
isometric force produced by a muscle following active shortening
is reduced relative to an isometric contraction at the same length
with no prior shortening (e.g., Abbott and Aubert, 1952; Herzog
et al., 2000; Marechal and Plaghki, 1979). Conversely, muscles
that are actively stretched produce higher isometric forces rela-
tive to muscles that were not stretched (e.g., Abbott and Aubert,
1952; Edman et al., 1982; Herzog and Leonard, 2002; Hisey et al.,
2009). To date, the majority of these studies have focused on
characterizing the relationships between the history of muscle
length change and the resulting isometric force.
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Shortening-induced force depression has been shown to be
correlated with both the magnitude (e.g., Edman, 1975; Marechal
and Plaghki, 1979) and rate (e.g., Marechal and Plaghki, 1979;
Meijer et al., 1998) of shortening; although Herzog and Leonard
(1997) showed that force depression may be independent of
velocity if the force remains constant during shortening. More
recently, studies have shown that force depression is strongly
correlated with the amount of mechanical work the muscle does
during shortening (Herzog et al., 2000; Josephson and Stokes,
1999; Kosterina et al., 2008). The relationship between the time
history of active stretch and force enhancement appears to be
more complex. Force enhancement does not correlate with a
simple scalar quantity such as muscle work, and the position of
the muscle on the force length curve during stretch may have a
substantial impact on the magnitude of force enhancement
(Bullimore et al., 2007; Edman et al., 1978; Hisey et al., 2009).
On the descending limb of the force–length curve, the magnitude
of force enhancement is directly related to the length of the
stretch (e.g., Abbott and Aubert, 1952; Bullimore et al., 2007;
Edman et al., 1978; Hisey et al., 2009). However, stretches ending
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Fig. 1. A schematic showing the components of the history dependent stretch

force enhancement model. The model including residual force enhancement (Fres),

transient force enhancement (Ftrans) and dynamic force enhancement (Fdyn)

provides the best match with experimental data. For comparison, the force

produced by a classic Hill-type model undergoing the same active stretch

is shown.
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on the ascending limb and plateau region of the force–length
curve produce relatively small amounts of force enhancement and
are largely independent of the stretch length (e.g., Hisey et al.,
2009; Lee et al., 2001; Peterson et al., 2004). Studies have also
shown that force depression and force enhancement are cumula-
tive when a muscle shortens before stretching, but not when a
muscle is first stretched and then shortened (e.g., Herzog and
Leonard, 2000; Lee et al., 2001).

Based on these empirical relationships, a number of studies
have developed phenomenological models that incorporate
history dependent effects into their estimates of force output
(e.g., Ettema, 2002; Ettema and Meijer, 2000; Forcinito et al.,
1998; Meijer et al., 1998; Williams, 2010). Of the studies that do
include history dependent effects, few have used the models to
examine their influence on dynamic movements (Ettema, 2002;
Williams, 2010). In a recent study, we developed and validated a
modified-muscle model that included shortening-induced force
depression based on the relationship with mechanical work
(McGowan et al., 2010). The study showed that in maximal power
pedaling, force depression has the potential to substantially
reduce the amount of crank power that is produced by muscles.
However, it is not clear to what extent force enhancement effects
mechanical output, nor is it known to what degree force depres-
sion and force enhancement offset one another during cyclic
movements.

Therefore, the goal of this study was to develop a modified
Hill-type muscle model that included both stretch-induced force
enhancement and shortening-induced force depression that can
be incorporated into a forward dynamics simulation to examine
the influence of these history dependent effects on human move-
ment. We first developed and validated a modified-muscle model
that incorporated both stretch-induced force enhancement
and force depression. The model’s accuracy was evaluated by
comparing the outputs from simulated in situ experiments with
actual experimental data from isolated cat soleus muscles. We
then used the model in a simulated countermovement jumping
task to assess the influence of history dependent effects on
human movement performance.
2. Methods

2.1. Force enhancement model

The force enhancement model consisted of a modified Hill-type model (Zajac,

1989) with three components (Fig. 1). Residual force enhancement (FEres) is the

long lasting component that appears as the difference in isometric force following

an active stretch and the isometric reference force (i.e., with no previous length

change). Dynamic force enhancement (FEdyn) occurs when the muscle is being

stretched and transient force enhancement (FEtrans) is the delay in return to

steady-state force following the end of the stretch. The total force enhancement

(FEtotal) is equal to FEdyn during the stretch and the sum of FEres and FEtrans

following the stretch, which is added to the force calculated from the standard

Hill-type model. FEtotal was set to zero prior to active stretching or when the

muscle begins to shorten.

Based on experimental data from cat soleus muscles, when a muscle is actively

stretched on the descending limb of the force–length curve, the relationship

between FEres (normalized to maximal isometric force) and muscle length change

(DL) is best described by a second order polynomial equation (R240.99) such that

FEres ¼ aDLi
2
þbDLiþc, if Li 41:0 ð1aÞ

where Li is the current length of the muscle normalized by the muscle’s rest length

(L0). Values for the constants were taken from the average of three experimental

stretch velocities (3 mm/s, 9 mm/s and 27 mms/s) and were �2.00, 1.10 and 0.00

for a, b and c, respectively. Previous work has shown that active stretches over a

threshold value of �25% of fiber length no longer result in increased force

enhancement (Hisey et al., 2009). Therefore, when stretches exceed 25% of Lo,

DL was held constant at that length for the calculation of force enhancement.

On the ascending limb of the force–length curve, FEres was considered to be

independent of length change and equal to 3% or 1% of muscle force if Li

was between 85% and 100% or less than 85% of L0, respectively (Lee et al., 2001;
Hisey et al., 2009). FEres was calculated as:

FEres ¼ Fin0:03, if 0:85oLi o1:0 ð1bÞ

FEres ¼ Fin0:01, if Li o0:85 ð1cÞ

where Fi is the current muscle force. In order to avoid discontinuities, FEres

increased by the same relationship as on the descending limb until the target 3%

or 1% was reached.

Previous studies have shown force enhancement during the stretch is

correlated with the magnitude of the residual force enhancement (Edman and

Tsuchiya, 1996), thus FEdyn was calculated as:

FEdyn ¼ FEresn2:0 ð2Þ

At the end of the active stretch, FEtrans was calculated based on experimental

data from the cat soleus muscle (Herzog and Leonard, 2002) as:

FEtrans ¼ Aþkt ð3Þ

where A is the difference between FEdyn and FEres at the end of the stretch and t is

the time from the end of the stretch. The transient period of force enhancement is

terminated by setting FEtrans to zero when the value for Eq. (3) becomes negative.

The value for k was also based on experimental data and was calculated as:

k¼ aDLi
2
þbDLiþc ð4Þ

where a, b and c were equal to 9.61, �5.44 and 0.00, respectively.

Total force enhancement was determined using the equation:

FEdyn , when velMTU 40 ð5Þ

FEtotal ¼ FEresþFEtrans when velMTU ¼ 0 following a stretch

0 when velMTU o0

2.2. Force depression model

The force depression model has been described previously in detail (McGowan

et al., 2010). Briefly, the total force depression (FDtotal) is the sum of static force

depression, based on the work done during shortening, and transient force

depression, described by an exponential term which is also a function of net

muscle work. Force depression is long lasting and persists until the muscle is

deactivated.

2.3. Combined muscle model

The standard Hill-type model, and force enhancement and force depression

models were combined to predict force based on the muscle’s current state and

fiber length change history. Because force enhancement was abolished as soon as

the muscle begins to shorten, the effects were not cumulative in stretch–shorten

cycles. However, because force depression was maintained until the muscle was

deactivated, the effects were cumulative in shorten–stretch cycles. The total force
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produced by the combined modified-muscle model was calculated as:

F0 ¼ FiþFEtotal2FDtotal ð6Þ
2.4. Single muscle in situ simulations

To validate the muscle model’s ability to reproduce empirical measurements

of whole muscle force enhancement, a muscle ergometer model (McGowan et al.,

2010) was used to simulate a subset of the experimental protocol from Herzog and

Leonard (2002). Their experiments compared the isometric force following

constant velocity stretches of active muscles with the isometric force of a muscle

that was not stretched. Individual stretches were made for three lengths (3 mm,

6 mm and 9 mm) at three different velocities (3 mm/s, 9 mm/s and 27 mm/s) for a

total of nine stretches. Isometric contractions and all stretches ended at rest

length þ9 mm. Optimal muscle fiber length (36 mm), tendon slack length

(74 mm, including aponeurosis), maximum shorting velocity (3.3 lengths/sec)

and maximum isometric force (28.6 N) were set to approximate the average

values for cat soleus muscles (Herzog and Leonard, 2002). In a second set of

simulations, the ergometer model was used to examine the model’s ability to

reproduce experimental data from sequential stretch–shorten and shorten–stretch

cycles (Fig. 3). The magnitudes and rates of length change were based on the

experiments of Herzog and Leonard (2000) to facilitate comparisons to data in the

literature (Herzog and Leonard, 2000; Lee et al., 2001).

2.5. Countermovement jumping simulation

To assess the effect of history dependent properties on human movement

performance, simulations of countermovement jumping were generated with and

without the modified-muscle model. The simulations used a previously described

(e.g., McGowan et al., 2009; Neptune et al., 2009) detailed musculoskeletal model

(Fig. 4) developed using SIMM/Dynamics Pipeline (MusculoGraphics, Inc.) and the

equations of motion were generated using SD/FAST (PTC). Muscle excitations were

modeled using the sum of four Henning patterns, each with three parameters

(onset, offset, magnitude) for a total of 12 parameters per muscle (Rankin et al.,

2011). Foot–ground contact was modeled using 30 viscoelastic elements with

Coulomb friction on the plantar surface of the three foot segments (Neptune et al.,

2000).

To generate the countermovement simulations, the initial conditions and

excitation patterns were optimized using a simulated annealing algorithm (Goffe

et al., 1994). A starting guess for the initial conditions (static standing with slightly

flexed legs) and excitation patterns was based on our experimental data and

electromyography data taken from the literature (Voigt et al., 1995). A control

simulation was generated using the standard Hill-type muscle model by mini-

mizing the difference between simulated and experimental countermovement

jump data (i.e., joint angles, hip height and ground reaction forces). A second

simulation was generated using the modified-muscle model that minimized the

differences between the simulated data using the modified-muscle model and the

control simulation data.
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Fig. 2. A comparison of simulated and experimental in situ active stretch force data. Mu

speeds (3, 9 and 27 mm s�1). The simulated force outputs (top row) agreed well with

patterns within each column correspond to a given trial. The experimental data are av
2.6. Experimental data

Countermovement jumping data were collected at the University of Idaho

using an IRB approved protocol. Ground reaction forces and kinematic data were

measured using an in-ground force plate and 3D motion capture system. 16 retro-

reflective markers were affixed with double-sided tape to specific landmarks

according to the Modified Helen Hayes Marker set described by Kadaba et al.

(1990). Three-dimensional positions of each marker were captured at 250 Hz via a

Vicon MX motion analysis system (Vicon, Oxford Metrics Ltd., UK) and marker

trajectory data were filtered using a Woltring filtering routine (Woltring, 1978).

The ground reaction force (GRF) data were captured at 1000 Hz from the force

plate in synchrony with the motion capture data. Force plate data were low-pass

filtered at 30 Hz using a second-order Butterworth filter before being down

sampled and combined with the motion capture data. Vicon Plug-in Gait was

used to calculate the representative data required for the simulations. Data were

the average of 10 trials from a single female subject (height—1.62 m,

mass—71.2 kg) who provided her informed consent. The data were normalized

by body mass and leg length to facilitate the comparison between the subject and

the model.
3. Results

3.1. In situ muscle ergometer simulations

On the descending limb of the force–length curve, simulations
of single muscle active stretches accurately reproduced experi-
mental data for all conditions (Fig. 2). The average root mean
square error (RMSE) between the simulations and experimental
data while the muscle was active was 0.59 N (range: 0.45–0.85 N)
for 3 mm/s stretches, 0.60 N (range: 0.36–1.05 N) for 9 mm/s
stretches and 0.98 N (range: 0.68–1.42 N) for 27 mm/s stretches.
Across all simulations, the average RMSE was 0.72 N. Using the
Hill-type model alone resulted in an average RMSE of 4.41 N
(range: 2.62–5.86 N) across all conditions.

Simulations of the stretch–shorten and shorten–stretch cycles
were consistent with experimental data (Herzog and Leonard,
2000; Lee et al., 2001) and had an average RMSE of 2.41 N (range:
1.90–2.95 N). However, this was largely because the experimental
data had a slightly higher isometric force than the model. When
the model forces were adjusted such that the isometric force
matched that of the experimental data, the RMSE was reduced to
0.74 N (range: 0.09–1.11 N). Thus, the model was able to repro-
duce the cumulative effects of force depression and enhancement
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Fig. 3. Simulated force data from the modified muscle model for active stretch–

shorten and shorten–stretch cycles. Stretch–shorten cycles consisted of 4 mm

contractions preceded by active stretches of 0 mm, 2 mm and 4 mm. Shorten–

stretch cycles consisted of 4 mm stretches preceded by contractions of 0 mm,

2 mm and 4 mm. All length changes occurred at 4 mm/s and ended at the muscle’s

optimal length. The modified muscle model includes both stretch induced force

enhancement and shortening induced force depression. Colors and line patterns

are the same for muscle force and length for each condition. Consistent with

experimental data, history dependent effects are cumulative during shorten–

stretch cycles but not during stretch–shorten cycles.
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Fig. 4. The musculoskeletal model for simulations of countermovement jumping

(right side shown) consisted of rigid segments representing the trunk and two

legs, with each leg consisting of a thigh, shank, patella, and three-part foot for a

total of 131 of freedom (flexion/extension at the hip, knee, ankle, mid-foot and toes

of each leg along with vertical and horizontal translation and rotation of the

trunk). The model was driven by 25 musculotendon actuators per leg grouped into

13 muscle groups based on anatomical function: IL (illiacus, psoas), GMAX

(gluteus maximus, adductor magnus), GMED (anterior and posterior regions of

the gluteus medius), VAS (3-component vastus), RF (rectus femoris), HAM (medial

hamstrings, biceps femoris long head), BFsh (biceps femoris short head), GAS

(medial and lateral gastrocnemius), SOL (soleus, tibialis posterior), TA (tibialis

anterior, peroneus tertius), PR (peroneus longus, peroneus brevis), FLXDG (flexor

digitorum longus, flexor hallucis longus) and EXTDG (extensor digitorum longus,

extensor hallucis longus). PR, FLXDG, and EXTDG are not shown. Each muscle

within a group received the same excitation pattern.
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when the muscle underwent shorten–stretch cycles and the non-
cumulative effects during stretch–shorten cycles (Fig. 3).

3.2. Countermovement jumping

The simulation incorporating the modified-muscle model was
able to reproduce the jumping motions generated by the control
simulation, which generally agreed well with experimental data
(Fig. 5). The RMSE between the ground reaction forces, joint
angles and hip height from the control simulation and the
experimental data were 0.066BW, 5.51, and 0.043 m, respectively;
whereas the RMSE between the ground reaction forces, joint
angles and hip height from the modified-muscle simulation and
the control simulation were 0.053BW, 2.41, and 0.005 m, respec-
tively. The largest discrepancy between the data occurred in the
horizontal ground reaction forces (Fig. 5), in which the simulated
forces fluctuated around zero and did not match the pattern from
the experimental data. However, these forces are quite small and
likely do not contribute meaningfully to the predominately
vertical jumping task. Rather, they likely reflect the simulations
trying to maintain fore–aft balance without the feedback present
in biological legs.

The uni-articular soleus, vastus lateralis and gluteus maximus
were chosen to examine the effects of history dependent proper-
ties because they undergo the greatest length changes during
the countermovement jump (Fig. 6). Soleus muscle activation
patterns were nearly identical between the two simulations
(Fig. 6A). Early active stretching of the soleus (Fig. 6B) produced
a short duration force enhancement of 761 N (Fig. 6C), whereas
rapid shortening before toe-off resulted in relatively little force
depression (245 N). However, there was not a substantial effect
on the total force produced during the upward acceleration phase
of the jump. The vastus lateralis underwent a large stretch–
shorten cycle, but was only active during a portion of the stretch
compared to all of the shortening (Fig. 6D,E). The active stretch
produced a force enhancement of 536 N, and the active short-
ening produced 596 N of force depression (Fig. 6F). The gluteus
maximus was active throughout the jump motion; however, the
activation patterns differed substantially between the two simu-
lations (Fig. 6G). The active stretch of the muscle began on the
ascending limb of the force–length curve and continued well onto
the descending limb (Fig. 6H), producing 676 N of force enhance-
ment (Fig. 6I). Because the magnitude of the stretch exceeded 25%
of the muscle’s rest length, force enhancement reached a plateau
for much of the stretching phase. The subsequent active short-
ening produced 449 N of force depression which was partially
offset by higher muscle activation.
4. Discussion

The goal of this study was to develop a phenomenological muscle
model that could reproduce both shortening-induced force depres-
sion and stretch-induced force enhancement. The simulation results
show that the modified-muscle model was able to effectively
reproduce both the magnitude and timing of history dependent
effects measured during in situ stretch–shorten and shorten–stretch
cycles. These results are consistent with previous phenomenological
models that include both force depression and force enhancement
(e.g., Ettema and Meijer, 2000; Forcinito et al., 1998). However, our
model was also able to reproduce the cumulative effects which sum
during shorten–stretch cycles but not during stretch–shorten cycles
(Fig. 3), which some previous models could not account for (e.g.,
Forcinito et al., 1998). The influence of these effects on dynamic
human movement was assessed during a countermovement jump-
ing task. The jumping task showed that for a given excitation
pattern, history dependent muscle properties have the capacity to
substantially alter the timing and magnitude of muscle force
production, which can result in changes in movement dynamics.
However, when the muscle activation patterns were re-optimized,
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similar movement patterns were achieved with the modified-
muscle model and standard-muscle model.

One of the outcomes of this study was to determine to what
extent history dependent force enhancement and force depres-
sion offset one another in dynamic movement tasks. We found
that in the countermovement jump (Fig. 6) the magnitudes of
force enhancement and force depression were very similar. The
force produced by each muscle was also affected by other factors.
For example, slight differences in the joint motions meant that
the muscle fibers were at slightly different states, and therefore
other intrinsic properties (e.g., force–length, force–velocity) influ-
enced the force output. Because the simulations were optimized
independently, differences in muscle excitation patterns made it
challenging to interpret isolated effects of individual history
dependent properties. To control for this, we ran the modified-
muscle model jumping simulation without allowing it to
re-optimize muscle excitation patterns. However, this simulation
did not result in a jumping motion.

The results of the countermovement jump simulation high-
light the range of effects possible with the modified-muscle
model (Fig. 6). The soleus experienced relatively small effects
from history dependent properties, mainly because the muscle
was active for only a short time during stretching and was not
fully active until the end of the jump. This timing is generally
consistent with experimental measurements of muscle activity
during countermovement jumps (Voigt et al., 1995). The amount
of force depression that was developed while soleus was active
was low because the muscle did relatively little work due the
rapid drop in force during shortening, which was due in large part
to the force–velocity relationship. The vastus lateralis was also
only active for part of the stretch phase. The stretch-induced force
enhancement and slight increase in muscle activation resulted in
a peak force that was 22% higher, but changes in activation timing
produced overall muscle force impulse that was 28% lower.
Finally, the gluteus maximus was active throughout the stretch–
shorten cycle and thus showed the greatest effects of history
dependent properties. The active stretch was so great that it
exceeded the threshold for which force enhancement has been
shown to continue to increase (Hisey et al., 2009), and thus force
enhancement plateaued and accounted for over half of the force
produced during this period.

The aim of this study was to develop a relatively simple
phenomenological muscle model that includes both force depres-
sion and enhancement effects and can be incorporated into
complex musculoskeletal models and forward dynamic simula-
tions. While our model achieved this aim, there are some limita-
tions. Most notably, as a muscle actively stretches from the
ascending limb onto the plateau and descending limb of the force
length curve, the force enhancement increases instantaneously.
Further, when the muscle transitions from stretching to short-
ening, the force enhancement rapidly disappears. These disconti-
nuities in force, which are not present in biological systems,
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appear in our simulations because each muscle in the musculos-
keletal model is modeled as a single fiber. During the transition
from stretching to shortening in a whole muscle, the timing of the
transition for each fiber making up the muscle will be slightly
offset, effectively damping out any transient forces. However, as a
result of these abrupt changes, the numerical integration of the
equations-of-motion for the simulation becomes very stiff,
thereby increasing the time for each simulation by as much as
10-fold. This means that the time required for optimization of
more complex movements involving multiple muscle groups may
become prohibitively long. Despite this limitation, the modified-
muscle model developed here was able to elucidate the influence
of history dependent effects during a relatively simple dynamic
movement task. And while future modifications to this model that
eliminate discontinuities in force production may enable it to be
used in more complex simulations, our results suggest that in
most submaximal activities, history dependent effects will likely
be compensated for by changes in muscle excitation. For example,
incorporation of the modified-muscle model into simulations of
more complex movement tasks (e.g., slow running) produced
stable simulations. The results of these simulations were consis-
tent with our finding for counter-movement jumping in that
history dependent effects were compensated for by changes in
muscle activation and had little impact on movement dynamics.
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